A Before Reading

1 Look at the picture on the front cover of the book. Look at the photographs. Why do people get photographs like these?

2 Read about the story on the back cover of the book.
‘There are some photos in the machine.’
‘Lisa looks at the pictures.’
‘But they are not Lisa’s pictures.’
‘Something is wrong. Now Lisa is frightened.’
Guess what is wrong. Write one sentence.

B While Reading

3 Read to the end of page 6. Who says these words?
   (a) I’ll meet you outside the office at 12.30. ..............................................
   (b) Please fill in these forms. ..............................................
   (c) Here are my photos. ..............................................
   (d) I hate the old bus station. ..............................................
   (e) Go and get your photos. ..............................................

4 Read to the end of page 9. Put these sentences in the correct order. Write a number in each box.
   ☐ She is frightened.
   ☐ Some photos are coming out of the slot.
   ☐ She puts her money into the machine.
   ☐ Lisa walks quickly.
   ☐ Lisa goes outside the photo booth.

5 Here are the murderer and Lisa in the bus station. What are they thinking?
C After Reading

6 Look at page 13 again. It says: The detective has a plan.
   You are the detective. Tell your plan to Lisa and Alice.

7 What are these words?
   DLOU TEIEESRDTN PEMYT FEAS NXICTEGI SBYU INCE RADK
   FNTEIDHGER YLDNIEFR

8 Use the words in these sentences.
   (a) He has a .... smile.
   (b) Lisa is .... in the bus station.
   (c) The old bus station is .... and ....
   (d) Lisa wants an .... holiday.
   (e) Everyone is .... at Black and Sons.
   (f) Alice is .... in the Marketing Department.
   (g) Lisa's shoes make a .... noise on the ground.
   (h) The detective is very .... in Lisa and Alice's story.
   (i) The police catch the murderer and Lisa is ....

9 Lisa sends a postcard from Greece to the detective. Write her postcard.